
 

 

Estimating the LES demand system using 

Finnish household budget survey data.   

Abstract 

The purpose of the study is to estimate the Linear Expenditure System of goods in Finnish 

Household Budget Survey data from 2012 and 2016. Respective Frisch parameters, income 

and own price elasticities are calculated and we then interpret the effect income, price and 

demographic characteristics of a household has on household demand. As price data is limited, 

seemingly unrelated regression is used to estimate starting values from the cross section data 

to use in an optimization problem imitating the Linear Expenditure System using the GAMS 

program. Based on the estimates, primary products, food industry products, energy, 

transportation and rents are necessity goods, as their income elasticity is below one for all 

household groups. Household goods, repairs and consumption abroad are luxury goods for all 

estimated household groups with income elasticities higher than one. Leisure services and 

hotels, restaurants & cafés are considered luxury goods for most household groups.  

Estimating reliable LES demand elasticities is quite difficult as there are problems with price 

data and zero expenditure for small commodity groups. Obtaining the elasticities from an 

optimization problem also introduces the problem of not so easily being able to display statistical 

inference and thus accuracy of said elasticities.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The household consumption is the biggest part (usually around 50%) of national Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) in most developed nations, including Finland and Sweden. Therefore a 

detailed knowledge of consumer behavior is a relevant and important matter for both tax and 

social policy-making as well as for the long-term investment and production. The understanding 

of household demand is also a point of interest in welfare analysis. 

 

The aim of the study is to estimate the Linear Expenditure System of goods in Finnish 

Household Budget Survey data. Respective Frisch parameters, income and own price 

elasticities are calculated and we can then interpret the effect income, price and demographic 

characteristics of a household has on household demand. Seemingly unrelated regression is 

used to estimate starting values from the cross section data to use in an optimization problem 

imitating the Linear Expenditure System using the GAMS program. 

 

The paper is constructed as follows: In section 2 we go through CGE models, including the LES 

model and how they are used as well as derive the LES demand system and Frisch parameter, 

income elasticity and own-price elasticity. In section 3 we show the usage of Seemingly 

unrelated regression (SUR) and the formulation of the optimization problem in GAMS. Section 4 

continues with showcasing the Household budget survey data as well as some descriptive 

statistics and commodity aggregation.  Section 5 finishes with concluding remarks. 
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2. Theory 

Over the past decades, computable general equilibrium (CGE) models have become a standard 

tool of empirical economic analysis. Huge improvements in model specification, data availability, 

and technology have improved the payoffs and reduced the costs of policy analysis based on 

CGE models. The model has been used to estimate how an economy might react, for example, 

to changes in environmental policies, changes in taxes or other external shocks. CGE modeling 

has to a greater extent also been used for forecasting and scenario analysis. The model 

estimation aims more to give an indication of direction and size of effects rather than to forecast 

exact outcomes of the external shocks. (Honkatukia & Kinnunen 2009.)  

 

CGE models are descended from the input-output models pioneered by Wassily Leontief, but 

assign a more important role to prices. So where Leontief assumed that, for example, a fixed 

amount of labour was required to produce a ton of iron, a CGE model would normally allow 

wage levels to (negatively) affect labour demands. In 1960 Johansen wrote a paper that is 

usually referred to as being the first main attempt to use a large CGE model to study a real 

economy (he studied a multisectoral growth of 1960 for Norway). After this Scarf (1967) 

provided an algorithm that helped to compute the static equilibrium for the competitive 

economies and his work raised interest in CGE modelling towards the 1970s. Shoven and 

Whalley (1972), Whalley (1975, 1977), Shoven(1976), and Miller and Spencer (1977) are found 

among the earliest followers of the work by Johansen and Scarf. (Dixon & Parmenter 1996.)  

 

What distinguishes CGE models is that they specify the behavior of the economic agents in 

question. This means that the households are normally assumed to be utility maximizers and 

the firms maximize profits or minimize costs. Due to these optimizing assumptions, product and 

factor prices play a role in determining the decisions made by households and firms on 

consumption and production. The models should also use market equilibrium assumptions and 

show how the determination of prices is affected by supply and demand decisions made by the 

economic actors. Finally the model should produce numerical results which mean the model 

uses numerical data in order to get the coefficient and parameter values for the equations. The 

data is often a set of input-output accounts showing for a given year the flows of commodities 

and factors between industries, households, governments, importers and exporters. (Dixon & 

Parmenter 1996; Honkatukia & Kinnunen 2009.) 

 

CGE models are based on a database that describes the initial state of the economy. The 

database most commonly used is the social accounting matrix (SAM).A social accounting matrix 

(SAM) can be defined as an organized matrix representation of all transactions and transfers 

between different production activities, factors of production, and institutions (households, 

corporate sector, and government) within the economy and with respect to the rest of the world. 

A SAM is thus a comprehensive accounting frame work within which the full circular flow of 

income from production to factor incomes, household income to household consumption, and 

back to production is captured. All the transactions in the economy are presented in the form of 

a matrix in a SAM. The flows in SAM are based on the standard national accounts (SNA), which 
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enable international comparisons. By adding more columns and rows SAM can also be 

extended to include other flows of the economy. (Kinnunen, 2012) 

 

 

Linear expenditure system 

 

One way of modeling the consumption of a computable equilibrium model (CGE) is the Linear 

Expenditure System (LES) where the Engel curves are linear. The LES does not allow for the 

existence of inferior commodities, elastic demand and for gross substitution. To calibrate 

parameters in the LES, outside information on income elasticities and on the expenditure 

elasticity of the marginal utility of expenditure (Frisch parameter) have often been used.  

 

Linear expenditure system has since it was introduced by Stone in 1954 been one of the most 

used forms to model household behavior. It being popular in empirical studies is mostly due to it 

being easy to deal with theoretically. As it is continuous, homogenous of degree zero and 

satisfies Walras’s law (which means household expenditure equals household incomes with any 

set of prices) it is consistent with demand theory. (Stone, 1954.) LES also shows that there is a 

subsistence minimum for many commodities, with the remaining consumption being voluntary. 

The mandatory consumption that constitutes the subsistence minimum is assumed to almost 

completely income inelastic, whereas the income elasticity for voluntary consumption that is, 

luxury consumption vary by commodity. Under the assumption of constant marginal budget 

share there’s also the assumption of straight Engel curves. This is somewhat of a problem as 

Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) along with others show empirically that is not the case. Engel 

curves describe the relationship between expenditure on product i and total expenditure on all 

products. 

 

 

AIDS and QUAIDS 

There has been extensive research on the development of more sophisticated CGE models 

such as the Almost ideal demand system (AIDS) and Quadratic almost ideal demand system 

(QUAIDS). However due to limitations in the data and methods used, these models will not be 

utilized in this paper. 

 

Developed by Angus Deaton and John Muellbauer, the Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) 

uses the log dependence of prices and income on demanded commodity shares of individuals 

or households. It is probably the most popular demand system in empirical demand analysis. 

The Quadratic Almost Ideal Demand System (QUAIDS), first introduced by Banks et al. (1997) 

is an extension of the AIDS model and adds a quadratic term of income to the system. This due 

to it being argued that AIDS exhibits a bias as the Engel curves tends to be non-linear, 

something which Banks et al. (1997) empirically demonstrated.  
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Derivation of the LES demand function 

 

Linear expenditure system (LES) utility functions assume that average propensities to spend 

vary systematically with income level due to the minimum subsistence requirement imposed on 

each good. If each household maximizes a linear expenditure system (LES) or Stone-Geary 

utility function subject to its consumption expenditure constraint. Household h’s consumption 

problem is thus set up by (Davies, 2003): 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑈(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛) = ∑𝛾𝑖 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑥𝑖 − 𝛼𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Subject to the budget constraint and the Engel aggregation condition ∑ 𝛾𝑖 = 1𝑛
𝑐−1  on the 𝛾𝑖s 

 

𝑠. 𝑡𝑚 =∑𝑝𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 

 

∑𝛼𝑖 = 1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Where 𝛾𝑐ℎ and 𝛽𝑐ℎ are the LES parameters. The 𝛼𝑖 is the marginal share of consumption 

spending for household h on marketed commodity i, and 𝛾𝑖  is the subsistence requirement on 

each marketed commodity i for the household h; 𝑥𝑖  is the households consumption quantity of 

marketed commodity i; 𝑝𝑖  is the price of commodity i. 

The Lagrangian for this optimization problem is as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐿 = 𝑈 + 𝜆(𝑚 −∑𝑝𝑗𝑥𝑗
𝑗

) 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑗 ≠ 𝑖. 

 

 
Differentiating this Lagrangian equation with respect to QHc, and with some rearrangements 

using the first order conditions, gives the demand function of the household on commodity i: 
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𝑥𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖 +
𝛾𝑖
𝑝𝑖
(𝑚 −∑𝑝𝑗𝑥𝑗

𝑗

) 

 
From the first equation we get that a household’s spending on individual commodities is a linear 

function of the total consumption spending (or income) 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖 . It is clear that in the demand 

function, consumption has two components. The first component 𝛼𝑖 is the subsistence 

minimum, also called the consumption floor, where as the expression in parentheses represents 

the supernumerary income. Supernumerary income is the remainder of income after subtracting 

expenditures on the subsistence minimum, therefore the second term of the demand function is 

a share of supernumerary income.  𝛼𝑖 represent subsistence quantities  and 𝛾𝑖  shows the 

relative contribution of each commodity to utility after the subsistence level has been reached. 

When estimating, we can multiply both sides in the last equation with 𝑝𝑖  to get a linear 

expenditure system of equations, where expenditure is a linear function of income and prices.  

The econometric model for the linear expenditure system is the following: 

 

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖𝛼𝑖 + 𝛾𝑖 (𝑚 −∑𝑝𝑗𝑥𝑗
𝑗

) + 𝜀𝑖 

 

𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖 is total expenditure on Good I, 𝑝𝑖𝛼𝑖 is subsistence expenditure on Good I, 𝛾𝑖 is budget 

share of good I and 𝑚 −∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑥𝑗𝑗  is supernumerary expenditure (the income after total 

subsistence spending on other goods that are not good i. 𝜀𝑖 is the error term, 𝛼𝑖 and 𝛾𝑖  are the 

parameters we want to estimate and i=i’ is the commodities we use to estimate the parameters. 

 

Derivation of Frisch parameters and elasticities 

 

Frisch parameter is the negative ratio between total expenditure and discretionary expenditure, 

in other words it measures the sensitivity of the marginal utility of income to total expenditures. 

Frisch parameter establishes a relationship between income and own-price elasticities, the price 

data at hand are often not sufficient enough to provide good estimates of demand elasticities, 

this is very convenient. With LES, own-price and cross-price elasticities can be derived using 

Frisch parameter in conjunction with income elasticity. (Anabi, Cockburn & Decaluwe. 2006.) 

 

To derive the Frisch parameters the formula used is the negative ratio between a household’s 

total expenditures and the supernumerary income (i.e., the difference between household 

income and total expenditures on subsistence requirements) at the sample means. 
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𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ = −
�̅�

(�̅� − ∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑥𝑗)
𝑛
𝑖′−1

 

 

The variation in demand in response to a variation in price is called the own-price elasticity (or 

price elasticity of demand). It may also be defined as the ratio of the percentage change in 

demand to the percentage change in price of particular commodity. The consumer demand is a 

result of the maximization of utility. Marshallian own-price elasticities at the sample means are 

 

𝜀 =
𝛼𝑖(1 − 𝛾𝑖)

�̅�𝑗
− 1 < 0. 

 
As the household demand curve has a decreasing slope the own-price elasticity are in most 

cases negative, meaning that a rise in the price of a commodity leads to a decrease in the 

demand of that commodity. (Anabi, Cockburn & Decaluwe. 2006.) 

 
Income elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of the quantity demanded for a good 

or service to a change in income. It is calculated as the ratio of the percentage change in 

quantity demanded to the percentage change in income. The income elasticity analyzes in this 

case the change in demand for a specific commodity i when the income of a representative 

household changes. The income elasticity is defined as: 

 

𝜂 =
𝛾𝑖 ∙ 𝛼𝑖
�̅�𝑗�̅�𝑗

 

 
In terms of income elasticity, there are three types of commodities, namely luxury goods, normal 

goods and inferior goods. When using the Linear Expenditure System we however exclude 

inferior goods as we by definition have 𝜂 > 0 as we earlier stated that 𝛾𝑖 > 0. 
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3. Calibration of parameters 

Seemingly unrelated regression 

Seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) proposed by Arnold Zellner in (1962), is a generalization 

of a linear regression model that consists of several regression equations, each having its own 

dependent variable and potentially different sets of exogenous explanatory variables. Each 

equation is a valid linear regression on its own and can be estimated separately, which is why 

the system is called seemingly unrelated. The system comprises several individual relationships 

that are linked by the fact that their disturbances are correlated. Such models have many 

applications. As an example, demand functions can be estimated for different households (or 

household types) for a given commodity. The correlation among the equation disturbances 

could come from several sources such as correlated shocks to household income. Alternatively, 

one could model the demand of a household for different commodities, but adding-up 

constraints leads to restrictions on the parameters of different equations in this case however 

this will not be a problem. 

 

In this study we set up a series of SURs, where commodity expenditure is regressed on total 

expenditure, total expenditure*household demographic and a dummy for the household 

demographic. With this we get starting values for 𝛾𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝛼𝑖 to use in in the optimization 

problem. 

 

GAMS Optimization problem 

The design of GAMS has incorporated ideas drawn from relational database theory and 

mathematical programming and has attempted to merge these ideas to suit the needs of 

strategic modelers. Relational database theory provides a structured framework for developing 

general data organization and transformation capabilities. Mathematical programming provides 

a way of describing a problem and a variety of methods for solving it. (Rosenthal, 2008) 

 

The programming approach relies on the idea that the solution to a CGE model can often be 

deduced from the solution to an optimization problem. In this case it will mean that consumers 

maximize their utility functions, subject to their budget constraints.  Appendix A9 shows an 

extract of the main GAMS code used to estimate the LES system including variables, objective 

function and model constraints. (Kinnunen, ÅSUB) 

 

 

Accuracy of the calibrated elasticities 

Normally when looking at elasticities you are only testing whether the regression coefficient is 

significantly different from zero and reporting only point estimates of elasticities. While such a 
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test indicates whether the elasticity is significantly different from zero, it cannot be used to test 

whether an elasticity is equal to any other constant, say -1. Similarly, while a confidence interval 

for the slope parameter can be used to determine whether the confidence interval for the 

associated elasticity includes zero, nothing else can be said about that interval. Thus, 

information regarding the precision of elasticity estimates from linear equations is typically 

missing from empirical studies. (Stephen E. Miller et al.)  
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4. Data 

Household budget survey  

 

In order to produce elasticity estimates based on the linear expenditure system, micro data on 

household expenditure is needed. The data used in this study is from the Statistics Finland’s 

household budget survey (HBS). It contains data on how households’ use their income on 900 

different expenditure items which are in turn divided into 14 aggregated consumption groups in 

this paper. The survey is conducted through interviews and via diaries collected from the 

households in addition to purchase receipts and administrative registers. (Statistics Finland, 

2017).The data used in this paper is the two most recent survey years 2016 and 2012. The 

latest research in 2016 included 3673 households and the one before done in 2012 included 

3551. CPI data has been used to adjust the expenditures in the data so both years have the 

same price level. 

 

As the sample is updated each year it isn’t possible to use it as panel data. However we 

assume the sample to be pooled cross section instead, that is, every fourth year randomly 

chosen sample from the population. There is a small possibility of this assumption to be violated 

as the same household could be sampled several times. Furthermore, the Household Budget 

Survey provides weights for the households so the predictions can be extended to the whole 

population. In contrary to the panel data estimations, which are considered to provide medium 

term elasticity estimates, cross-section data provided us long-term elasticity estimates. (Koetse 

et al, 2008) 

 

The research includes information on how the disposable income of a household is used, e.g. 

food, healthcare, travels and so forth. There is further information about household expenditure 

by household type, area of household, household composition as well as the socio economic 

status, education and age of the reference person. The household reference person is the 

household member with the largest personal income. A household comprises all individuals who 

share accommodation or in some way or another utilizes their income together. Disposable 

income has a simple definition: wage income + business income + capital income + transfers 

received - paid transfers. Received transfers include pensions as well as social security 

benefits. Paid transfers consist of direct taxes and social security fees as well as obligatory 

pensioner and unemployment insurance fees. 

 

In this paper the selected household characteristics are socio economic status, income decile, 

age group, education, rural & urban, Aland Islands & mainland Finland. 
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Aggregation of data 

 

In this paper the expenditure commodities have been re-organized and aggregated into 14 main 

groups: 1. Fresh food which includes fish, fruits, vegetables & eggs 2. Processed food, tobacco 

& alcohol which also include meat other than fish 3. Household goods which includes things 

such as electronics, clothes, furniture and household apparatus 4. Energy which includes 

electricity, water & heating 5. Repairs, which refers to repair of vehicles, clothes, jewelry & 

electronics 6. Hotels, restaurants & cafés 7. Transportation, which includes all overland, air & 

sea travel 8. Rents, Insurance & household maintenance 9. Education 10. Healthcare 11. 

Leisure services, referring to things such as going to see a movie, go to a museum or getting a 

haircut 12. Consumption outside the hometown 13. Consumption abroad 14. Administration 

fees & taxes, meaning payment for passports, government handling fees, vehicle taxes and the 

like. More in depth description of what each category includes can be found in Appendix table 

A2. 

 

A common and problematic characteristic for some commodities, such as education expenditure 

and government fees which only constitutes a small portion of total expenditure, is that a 

significant proportion of household observations report zero expenditure on these goods. A 

number of explanations can be proposed for observed zero expenditure in the data. These 

include false reporting, infrequent purchases or non-purchases. The approach in this paper has 

been to estimate using the entire sample irrespective of whether households had zero or 

positive expenditure on a particular commodity. This however will lead to results for the very 

small commodity groups will be dubious at best, with assumptions of normality being violated 

due to skewness. 

 

The purpose of aggregating the consumption categories in this manner is to align them in 

accordance to the structure of the CGE-model (SAM) used by ÅSUB. The commodity structure 

closely resembles the 2010 SAM where the primary goods (forestry, fish, agricultural products) 

are aggregated as one group (Kinnunen, 2005).  
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Figure 1; Average commodity expenditures for all households 

 
Figure 1 shows Household goods and Rents, insurance & household maintenance are the two 

commodity groups with the by far highest expenditure with 26,5% and 29,9% of total 

expenditure respectively. Education, government fees and Consumption outside the hometown 

are on the other hand commodity groups that are barely consumed (<1%). Getting statistically 

significant elasticities for these commodities that only constitutes a tiny part of total expenditure 

is difficult in most cases. However aggregating commodities in to very large commodity groups 

with dissimilar products would render the results quite useless as well as there is no real way of 

interpreting them.  

 

Older households spends on average relatively less on household goods, leisure services and 

abroad consumption but on the other hand spends unsurprisingly more money on healthcare as 

well as rents and household maintenance. Urban households spend on average a larger 

amount on rents as well as leisure services, transportation and consumption abroad than their 

rural counterparts. Rural households on the other hand spend more on food products and 

energy consumption. Interestingly to note is that young households (18-24) spend on average 

way more on Hotels, restaurants and cafes (7,4%) and transportation (6,0%) than other age 

groups. Full descriptive statistics can be found in A7. 
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5. Results 

Figure 2; Average Income & price elasticities for all households 

 
Figure 2 presents the overall levels of price and income elasticities estimated for the aggregated 

commodities and shows a view on obtained results. The estimates represent the average 

elasticities of all households, whereas characteristic specific household estimates are 

showcased in the appendix. In the figure we can see that when the income elasticity is high so 

too is the price elasticity, which makes sense as they are both calculated from the same set of 

metrics. With regard to own-price elasticity, we observe that the demand for the majority of 

commodities listed is either price inelastic or unitary elastic in some cases.  

 

The most elastic commodity groups seem to be Consumption abroad which is rather 

unsurprising as vacations and the like are things people can do without. This is followed by 

repairs and healthcare which is somewhat surprising however it is worth to notice that 

healthcare constitutes only a very small portion of total expenditures and most healthcare costs 

are subsidized or paid for by insurance (government or private). In addition Hotels, restaurants 

and cafés as well as household goods are also quite elastic for most households. Primary 

products, food industry products, energy consumption, rents and transportation on the other 

hand look to be the most inelastic commodity groups with elasticities lower than 1. This is 

consistent with consumer theory as you have to eat and lowering food costs are limited, thus 

primary products and food industry products should have low elasticities. You also have to pay 

rent and maintenance, lowering these costs is time consuming as it means moving so you 

wouldn’t be doing this on a whim. Household energy consumption is also a necessity and quite 

limited in the way you can lower it as it is tied to how large the household is (as in total area and 

amount of people). Government fees (administration fees and taxes) seem to also be rather 

inelastic. This probably because they are things you just need to pay, like vehicle tax if you have 

a vehicle and passport if you need to travel somewhere. 
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When looking at the statistical significances for starting parameters in the appendix A3 we can 

however see quite a number of insignificant parameters indicating that a lot of different 

household’s expenditure shares do not differ significantly from the mean and as the point 

estimates for elasticities are calibrated from these parameters the same can be said for them. 

As mentioned in earlier sections however we will not conduct any further analysis of the 

confidence intervals/accuracy of calibrated elasticities in this paper. We have to get by with only 

commenting on the statistical significance of expenditure shares.  

 

Figure 3; income elasticities for education levels 

 
In figure 3 we see Food products, energy, transportation and rents are necessity goods with 

income elasticities lower than unity for all household education levels. Repairs and consumption 

abroad on the other hand are above 1 for all household education levels and as such are 

considered luxury goods. We can also see that the income elasticities of commodity groups that 

are more inelastic vary less across different educational levels and commodity groups with 

generally higher elasticities varying more. As an example the Food industry products go              

from having an income elasticity of 0,56 and 0,82 between all education levels and at the same 

time the income elasticity of Consumption abroad goes from 1,28 and 2,43 with No formal 

education being more income elastic to the commodity. This makes sense as vacations are not 

top priority when incomes go down and having a lower level of education on average means 

you have a lower income. 
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Figure 4; own-price elasticities for education levels 

 
Similarly when looking at figure 4 we see own-price elasticities behaving the same way, with 

higher elasticities leading to larger variation between education levels. Consumption abroad and 

repairs being the more elastic goes here from -0,701 to -0,981 and -0,567 to -1,0 respectively.  

Food industry products and transportation on the other hand goes between -0,196 to -0,525 and 

-0,231 to -0,487 respectively. Notably having a lower education seems to indicate that necessity 

goods are even more price inelastic. This is probably due to people with a higher education 

(meaning on average higher income) are spending more on inelastic commodities from the get 

go and thus have the freedom of decreasing (or increasing) these expenditures if prices rise (or 

sink).  
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Figure 5; income elasticities for age groups 

 
 

In figure 5 we see the different income elasticities for different commodities and age groups. As 

with education levels Food products, energy, transportation and rents are necessity goods with 

income elasticity lower than unity for all household age groups. Energy consumption and rents 

are commodity groups in which we would expect older households to have slightly lower income 

elasticity as older households, which can be seen in appendix table 7.5, spend relatively more 

on these products. Surprisingly this trend however seems to only be true for energy 

consumption. Another counter intuitive result is the income elasticity for healthcare which here is 

more elastic for older households. It can be argued however that all necessary healthcare is 

paid for by the government and additional healthcare which have to be paid for privately is 

“luxury” healthcare. This would mean that healthcare consumption in this data is a luxury good 

for older households with an income elasticity of 3,41 (highly elastic), 1,70 and 1,59 for age 

groups 65-74, 75-84 and 85+ respectively.   
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Figure 6; own-price elasticities for age groups 

 
Figure 6 shows a similar picture as before where own-price elasticity seems to vary more when 

it is generally higher. Worth to note is that the oldest household group looks to be much less 

sensitive to price changes in necessity goods. 

 

Figure 7; income elasticities for income deciles 

 
 

Figure 7 shows different income elasticities for different commodities and income deciles. Also 

here Food products, energy, transportation and rents are considered necessity goods with 

income elasticity lower than unity for all household income deciles. Households in higher 

income deciles have in general lower income elasticity for most commodities. Looking at the 
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graph we can also note non elastic goods behave quite similarly between household income 

deciles, indicating that a change in income would affect the consumption of these goods in a 

similar fashion for all income deciles. An exemption to this is energy consumption which shows 

a significantly higher elasticity for lower and higher income households compared to middle 

income ones, however the 1st decile consumption share comes out as insignificantly different 

from the mean.  

 

When it comes to higher elasticity goods however the results are rather dubious as consumption 

share for these commodities are very low. Nonetheless we can clearly see higher income 

deciles having lower income elasticity for consumption abroad and vice versa, though the 

consumption share for 1st decile also come out as insignificant in this case. 

 

Figure 8; own-price elasticities for income deciles 

 
Figure 8 shows own-price elasticity for commodity groups and different income deciles. It 

displays necessary goods such as primary products, food industry products, energy, 

transportation and rents being much less price elastic for low income households. It even shows 

several commodity groups having positive price elasticity for lower income deciles. This is 

however goes against economic principles and casts some doubt on the obtained results. For 

most commodities however price elasticity increase in absolute terms from the 5th and 10th 

decile. For price elastic goods the variation in elasticity is quite high and any pattern is hard to 

distinguish. 
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Figure 9; income elasticities, location 

 
 

Figure 10; own-price elasticities, location 

 
Figure 9 and 10 shows income and own price elasticities for Aland Islands, Mainland Finland, 

Capitol area and Rural Finland. The elasticities are quite similar for groups except for Aland 

Islands who treats transportation as a luxury good and repairs, education, healthcare, leisure 

services and government fees as necessities. Aland Islands also seem to be relatively sensitive 

to price changes in energy and food products but on the other hand very insensitive to  price 
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changes in consumption abroad. However as the number of observations for Aland Islands is 

quite low, the results should be regarded with caution. 

 

When looking at all the results for different household demographics it is hard to interpret if 

differences in elasticities are due to genuine preference differences between the demographics 

or if the household groups merely function as a proxy for household income. This shows the 

inherent weakness in the optimization problem as we can merely calibrate the parameters and 

not determine the effect demographic variables have on them. 
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6. Conclusions 

In this study we have used cross section of Finnish Household budget survey data to estimate a 

Linear Expenditure System of goods for different household types. Without adequate price data, 

seemingly unrelated regression is only used to estimate starting values from the cross section 

data to use in an optimization problem imitating the Linear Expenditure System using the GAMS 

program. From this we obtained Frisch parameters, income and own price elasticities for a set 

of demographic variables.  

 

The estimates show primary products, food industry products, energy, transportation and rents 

are necessity goods, as their income elasticity is below one for all household groups. Household 

goods, repairs and consumption abroad are luxury goods for all estimated household groups 

with income elasticities higher than one. Leisure services and hotels, restaurants & cafés are 

considered luxury goods for most household groups. Commodity groups that have large 

elasticities in general display most differences in the elasticity estimates across household 

demographics. The calibrated Frisch parameters are fairly consistent with earlier works. 

 

We can also conclude that estimating reliable LES demand elasticities is quite difficult as there 

are problems with price data and zero expenditure for small commodity groups. Results for 

commodities with very small expenditure shares seem quite unreliable. Results for the 

commodity group Household goods on the other hand are also hard to interpret as it includes a 

huge variety of goods with very dissimilar elasticities. Obtaining the elasticities from an 

optimization problem also introduces the problem of not so easily being able to display statistical 

inference and thus the accuracy of said elasticities.  

 

For future recommendation it would probably be best to use a different commodity aggregation 

as well as more survey periods. Using more survey periods with adequate price data together 

with a more sophisticated CGE model would probably yield more easily interpretable results 

along with better tools for statistical inference. 
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Appendix 

A1. Variable list 
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A2. Definitions of Commodity Bundles (rough translation fi-eng) 
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Source: HBS Finland Statistics 
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A3. SUR results of starting values for GAMS optimization problem and statistical significances 

 

Table 3.1 
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Table 3.2 Aland islands and Mainland Finland                                    Table 3.3 Capitol area and rest of country 
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Table 3.4 Income deciles 
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Table 3.5 Age groups 
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Table 3.6 Social status 
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A4. Estimated Frisch parameters 

 
Table 4.1 Frisch parameters from GAMS optimization problem  

 
Author’s calculations 
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A5. Estimated income elasticities 

 

Table 5.1 Education 

 
Author’s calculations 

 
Table 5.2 Aland islands and Mainland Finland 

 
Author’s calculations 

 
Table 5.3 Capitol area and rest of country 

 
Author’s calculations 
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Table 5.4 Income deciles 

 
Author’s calculations 

 

Table 5.5 Age groups 

 
Author’s calculations 

 

 

Table 5.6 Social status 

 
Author’s calculations 

Income elasticity

Commodity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Non processed food 0,77 0,75 0,47 0,60 0,47 0,61 0,51 0,75 0,76 0,70

Processed food, alcohol & tobacco 0,75 0,79 0,53 0,73 0,69 0,66 0,63 0,80 0,78 0,74

Household goods 1,45 1,25 1,18 1,26 1,20 1,13 1,02 1,15 1,07 1,19

Electricity, water  & heating 0,78 0,63 0,45 0,43 0,44 0,47 0,48 0,74 0,69 0,84

Repairs 2,09 2,20 5,45 1,65 1,80 1,74 0,99 1,44 1,94 1,35

Hotels, restaurants cafés 1,24 1,64 1,24 1,56 1,56 1,33 1,31 0,95 1,12 1,04

Transportation 0,96 0,78 0,87 0,98 0,87 1,01 0,95 0,82 0,80 0,77

Insurance & household maintenance 0,83 0,66 0,65 0,75 0,72 0,98 0,83 0,93 0,92 0,88

Education 1,10 1,15 1,95 1,67 2,27 1,58 0,98 1,35 1,04 0,70

Healthcare 0,73 0,94 1,67 0,94 0,69 1,04 3,29 1,17 0,95 1,19

Leisure services 0,96 1,90 1,10 0,73 1,51 1,05 1,16 0,93 1,04 0,94

Consumption outside the hometown 0,44 1,31 1,23 1,21 1,58 1,47 0,63 2,10 1,00 1,05

Consumption abroad 1,32 3,27 2,80 3,26 2,45 1,79 2,13 1,53 1,46 1,43

Administration fees & taxes 0,65 0,45 1,04 0,55 0,51 0,41 1,35 0,79 0,93 1,00
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A6. Estimated own-price elasticities 

 

Table 6.1 Education 

 
Author’s calculations 

 
Table 6.2 Aland islands and Mainland Finland 

 
Author’s calculations 

 
Table 6.3 Capitol area and rest of country 

 
Author’s calculations 
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Table 6.4 Income deciles 

 
Author’s calculations 

 

Table 6.5 Age groups 

 
Author’s calculations 

 
Table 6.6 Social status 

 
Author’s calculations 
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A7. General statistics 

 

Table 7.1 Education 

 
Source: Finland Statistics & Author’s calculations 

 

Table 7.2 Aland islands and Mainland Finland 

 
Source: Finland Statistics & Author’s calculations 

 

Table 7.3 Capitol area and rest of country 

 
Source: Finland Statistics & Author’s calculations 
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Table 7.4 Income deciles 

 
Source: Finland Statistics & Author’s calculations 

 

 

Table 7.5 Age groups 

 
Source: Finland Statistics & Author’s calculations 

 
Table 7.6 Social status 

 
Source: Finland Statistics & Author’s calculations 
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A8. Subsistence parameters 

A9. Extract of the Program code for the estimation of LES system with 

GAMS-program 

 
*==  Headings of the code and the different phases of the analysis 

 

*== 1 Preparation of data 

*== 1.1 READ IN DATA 

*== 1.2 MAPPING OF COMMODITY CLASSIFICATIONS 

*== 1.3 Aggregation of data 

*== 1.4 Writing out aggregate data 

 

*== 2 Estimation of consumption functions 

*== 2.1 Preparation of data 

*== 2.2 Declaration and calculation of parameters extracted and calculated from the data without estimation 

*== 2.2b DEFINE THE CONTENTS OF THE SG GROUP 

*== 2.3 Writing out non-estimated parameters calculated from data 

*== 2.4 Variable statements 

*== 2.5 Equation statements 

*== 2.6 MODEL EQUATIONS SPECIFIED 

*== 2.7 DEFINE MINIMUM FRISCH VALUE - IMPORTANT FOR THE LEAST WEALTHY 

*== 2.8 MODEL DEFINITION - WHICH EQUATIONS ARE INCLUDED 

*== 2.9 SOLVE STATEMENT 

*== 2.10 Result parameters 

 

sets 

 

h    observations in total (3673 in 2016, 3551 in 2012) 

 

 

*com    Disaggragate data classification to be aggregated 

 

comagg    Set of aggregate comsumption goods to be further used 

 

com(comagg)       Commodity grouping used in consumption function estimation 

 

 

*== Note that the contents of this grouping is changed on a needs  basis 

sg  Studied groups - here regions 

 

 

PARAMETERS 

*== 2.2 Declaration and calculation of parameters extracted and calculated from the data without estimation 

 

eh(h)        Total consumption of household 

ehala(h)     Total special region consumption of household 

cons(com,h)    Actual consumption of good c by h 

consala(com,h) Consumption for Alanders for others zero 

weight(h)    Weight coefficient 

weightchk    Checking the weigh parameter 

ehbar        Average total consumption 

EHBARSG(sg)  Average total consumption per socioeconomic group 

*ehbarala        Average total consumption 

consbar(com)   Average consumption of c 

*consbarala(com) Average consumption of c in special region x 
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consbarsg(com,sg) Average consumption of c for socioeconomic group sg 

betabar(com)   Average consumption share 

*alaind(h)    Dummy for Aaland 

*alaindchk    Check for Dummy for Aaland 

sgdummy(sg,h) Dummy for study groups 

 

weightcount(sg) nr of weighted observations by sg 

wsum           sum of weights 

 

CONSSUMSG(com,sg) Groups' consumption of good c 

CONSSUMUPSG(com,sg) Groups' consumption of good c weighted by koraika 

CONSHRSG(com,sg) Groups' share of consumption of good c 

EHSUMSG(SG)     Groups' sum of total cons 

EHSHRSG(SG)    Groups' share of total cons 

SGINCOME(SG)   Groups' money income 

SAVINGSRATE(SG)  Groups income over consumption in percent 

CONSHRCOM(c,sg) Productshare of totalconsumption by group 

; 

 

 

eh(h)  =      data201216(h,'A01_12') ; 

 

cons(c,h)  = DATA1216(h,c) ; 

 

weight(h)  = data201216(h,'koraika')/(SUM(hp, data201216(hp,'koraika')) /card(hp)) ; 

 

 

weightchk  =  SUM(h, weight(h)) / card(h) ; 

 

display weightchk  ; 

 

 

 

ehbar       =    SUM(h, eh(h)*weight(h))/sum(hp, weight(hp)) ; 

 

consbar(c)  = sum(h, cons(c,h)*weight(h))/sum(hp, weight(hp))  ; 

 

betabar(c) = consbar(c) / ehbar ; 

 

 

sgdummy(sg,h) = 0; 

 

sgdummy(sg,h)$(data201216(h,'deskkk') eq sg.val) = 1 ; 

 

weightcount(sg) = sum(h$sgdummy(sg,h), weight(h)); 

wsum = sum(sg, weightcount(sg)); 

 

display weightcount, wsum ; 

 

 

 

EHBARSG(sg) = sum(h$sgdummy(sg,h), eh(h)*weight(h)) / sum(hp$sgdummy(sg,hp), weight(hp)); 

consbarsg(c,sg) =  SUM(h$sgdummy(sg,h), cons(c,h)*weight(h)) / sum(hp$sgdummy(sg,hp), weight(hp))  ;  

CONSSUMSG(c,sg) = sum(h$sgdummy(sg,h), cons(c,h)*weight(h)); 

EHSUMSG(sg)  =  sum(h$sgdummy(sg,h), eh(h)*weight(h)) ; 

SGINCOME(SG) = sum(h$sgdummy(sg,h),  data201216(h,'kaytetmk')*weight(h)) ; 

CONSSUMUPSG(c,sg)  = sum(h$sgdummy(sg,h), cons(c,h)*data201216(h,'koraika')); 

CONSHRSG(c,sg)$(sum(sgp,CONSSUMSG(c,sgp)))   = CONSSUMSG(c,sg)/sum(sgp,CONSSUMSG(c,sgp)); 

 

CONSHRCOM(c,sg)$(sum(sgp,CONSSUMSG(c,sgp)))   = CONSSUMSG(c,sg)/sum(cp,CONSSUMSG(cp,sg));  
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EHSHRSG(SG)     =  EHSUMSG(SG) / SUM(SGP,EHSUMSG(SGP)); 

 

SAVINGSRATE(SG)  =   (SGINCOME(SG) - EHSUMSG(sg)) *100 / SGINCOME(SG)  ; 

 

VARIABLES 

 

CSG(SG,COM)   Constants of the study groups and products 

ERRLIN(com,h)    Estimation error for the linear variant 

RMSE(c)       Root mean squared error by com 

BSG(SG,COM)  Beta to the study groups 

FRISCH(sg)     Frisch for each sg 

ETA(COM,SG)    Expenditure elasticity for each c of sg 

OBJVALIN      Objective value 

GAMMASG(SG,COM)   GAMMA for study group 

SUBSISTSG(SG)  SUBSISTENCE cons for SG 

 

POSITIVE VARIABLES BSG, GAMMASG, SUBSISTSG ; 

*POSITIVE VARIABLES BSG,  SUBSISTSG ; 

 

*== 2.5 Equation statements 

EQUATIONS 

ESTLINEQ(com,h)     Central funtion for linear estimation 

OBJVALINEQ          Objective value equation 

 RMSEEQ(com)      Root mean squared error by com 

CONSTRBSGEQ(SG)   Adding-up constraint for sg study groups 

ERRSUMEQ(com)       Sum of erros should equal zero 

ERRSUMLINEQ(com)    Sum of erros should equal zero 

CONSTSUMEQ          Adding-up constraint for CONST 

CONSTSUMSGEQ(SG)        Adding-up constraint for each CSG 

CONSTSGEQ(SG,com)    Definition of GAMMASG 

SUBSSGEQ(SG)         Relation btw GAMMASG and SUBSISTSG 

FRISCHEQ(SG)     Definition of Frisch for each sg 

ETAEQ(COM,SG)    Definition of ETA for each sg 

ETA_FRISCH_EQ(COM,SG) Restriction for ETA 

FRISRESTR(SG)    Additional restriction for FRISCH 

; 

 

EQUATIONS 

 

 ESTLINEQ(c,h).. cons(c,h)*weight(h) =E= SUM(SG,sgdummy(sg,h)*CSG(SG,C)$consbarsg(c,SG) 

        + (BSG(SG,C)*sgdummy(sg,h)$consbarsg(c,SG))*eh(h)*weight(h)) 

        + ERRLIN(c,h)*weight(h) ; 

 

 OBJVALINEQ..     OBJVALIN =E=  SUM((c,h), ABS(ERRLIN(c,h)*weight(h))**2)/1000000; 

* OBJVALINEQ..     OBJVALIN =E=  SQRT(SUM((c,h), ABS(ERRLIN(c,h)*weight(h))**2)/card(hp)); 

 

 RMSEEQ(c)..      RMSE(c) =E=  SQRT(SUM(h, ABS(ERRLIN(c,h)*weight(h))**2)/card(hp)); 

 

 ERRSUMLINEQ(c)..     SUM(h, ERRLIN(c,h)*weight(h)) =E= 0; 

 

 CONSTRBSGEQ(SG)..  SUM(C, BSG(SG,C)) =E= 1 ; 

 

 CONSTSGEQ(SG,c)..  CSG(SG,C) =E= GAMMASG(SG,C) -BSG(SG,C)*SUBSISTSG(SG); 

 

 

 CONSTSUMSGEQ(SG)..  SUM(c, CSG(SG,C)) =E= 0; 

 

 

 SUBSSGEQ(SG)..      SUM(C,GAMMASG(SG,C)) =E= SUBSISTSG(SG) ; 

 

FRISCHEQ(SG)..     FRISCH(sg)    =E=  - (ehbarsg(sg)) /(ehbarsg(sg) - sum(c, GAMMASG(sg,c))) ; 
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ETAEQ(c,sg)$(consbarsg(c,sg)).. ETA(C,SG)   =E=   BSG(SG,C) * (ehbarsg(sg)) /consbarsg(c,sg) ; 

 

ETA_FRISCH_EQ(C,SG)$(consbarsg(c,sg))..  ETA(C,SG) =L= ABS(FRISCH(SG)) ; 

 

*== 2.7 DEFINE MINIMUM FRISCH VALUE - IMPORTANT FOR THE LEAST WEALTHY 

 

FRISRESTR(SG)..   FRISCH(SG) =G= -10.0 ; 

 

*== 2.8 MODEL DEFINITION - WHICH EQUATIONS ARE INCLUDED 

 

MODEL LESSG 

/ 

ESTLINEQ 

OBJVALINEQ 

ERRSUMLINEQ 

RMSEEQ 

CONSTRBSGEQ 

CONSTSUMSGEQ 

CONSTSGEQ 

SUBSSGEQ 

FRISCHEQ 

ETAEQ 

ETA_FRISCH_EQ 

FRISRESTR 

/ 

 

; 

LESSG.workspace =3000; 

BSG.L(SG,C) = CONSBARSG(C,SG) / EHBARSG(SG) ; 

GAMMASG.L(SG,C) = CONSBARSG(C,SG)*0.33 ; 

FRISCH.L(SG) = -1.5 ; 

ETA.L(C,SG) =  1.0 ; 

 

OPTION RESLIM = 500000 ; 

OPTION ITERLIM = 20000 ; 

 

*== 2.9 SOLVE STATEMENT 

 

 SOLVE LESSG  USING DNLP  MINIMIZING OBJVALIN ; 

 

*== 2.10 Result parameters 

 

PARAMETERS 

BETALINR(com,sg)  Result for BETALIM 

CONSTLINR(com,sg) Resulting constant 

FRISCHX(sg)          FRISCH parameter needed in LES function 

ETAX(com,sg)          Expenditure elasticity of C 

GAMMASGX(com,sg)       Gathering of gamma resuls 

SUBSISTSGX(SG)        Total subsistence consumption 

RMSEX(com)         Root mean squared error from GAMS 

; 

 

BETALINR(c,SG)  =   BSG.L(SG,C) ; 

CONSTLINR(c,SG) =   CSG.L(SG,C) ; 

GAMMASGX(c,SG) =   GAMMASG.L(SG,C); 

SUBSISTSGX(SG)    = sum(c,GAMMASG.L(SG,C)); 

FRISCHX(sg)    =  - (ehbarsg(sg)) /(ehbarsg(sg) - sum(c, GAMMASGX(c,sg))) ; 

ETAX(c,sg)$(consbarsg(c,sg))   =   BETALINR(c,sg) * (ehbarsg(sg)) /consbarsg(c,sg) ; 

RMSEX(com)  =  RMSE.L(com) 


